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1. Introduction 

 

We are researching on international comparisons of labor productivities and energy efficiencies. For this 

purpose, we need not only nominal input-output tables but also real input-output tables. National input-

output tables are in national currencies at national price levels. Nominal input-output tables are in a common 

currency at national price levels. They are converted from national input-output tables by using official 

exchange rates. Real input-output tables are in a common currency at a uniform price level. They are 

converted from national input-output tables by using purchasing power parities.  

We tried to estimate binary purchasing power parities between Japan and China and between Japan and 

Republic of Korea several times. This time we try to estimate multilateral purchasing power parities among 

Japan, China and Republic of Korea. And by using them, we try to convert from national input-output tables 

of these three countries to real input-out tables. 

There are many methods to calculate purchasing power parities, which preceding researchers invented. 

Of these methods, we think Geary-Khamis method is the best for the purpose of converting input-output 

tables. Therefore first we try to calculate purchasing power parities by using Geary-Khamis method. 

Secondary we bring up our original method - expression of purchasing power parities based on international 

average total labor model, and by using this method we calculate new unique purchasing power parities. At 

the end, by using these purchasing power parities, we convert national input-output tables to real input-

output tables and compare them. 

 

2. Desirable properties of purchasing power parities and real input-output tables  

 

We think that the following three properties are important. 

Additivity: real value of aggregated item = the total of real values of disaggregated item  

Base-Country Invariance: When base-country is changed, relative sizes among countries are not 

changed.  

Transitivity:  a/b and b/c are consistent with c/a 

  Especially additivity is very important to keep merit of input-output tables.  

Real input-output tables of multi-countries must be expressed in a set of common prices. We can express 

them in three kinds of common prices. 

i. Prices of base country: This method is called Paasche method. This method satisfies additivity 

and transitivity, but does not satisfy base-country invariance. 



ii. Average prices of multi-countries: A representative of these methods is Geary-Khamis method. 

These methods satisfy additivity, base-country invariance and transitivity. 

iii. Prices based on economic theory: These methods satisfy additivity and transitivity. And if relative 

prices based on economic theory are not affected by choice of base-country, then that method also 

satisfies base-country invariance. We bring up our original unique method based on international 

average total labor model. Our method is one of these methods. 

 EKS method does not satisfy additivity. For this reason, we think EKS method is not good as 

purchasing power parities by using which we convert input-output tables.  

 

3. Our procedures for estimation of purchasing power parities and real input-output tables 

 

We have aggregated Japanese, Chinese and Korean input-output tables into common 28 sector 

classification. These input-output tables have 28 domestic sectors (rows and columns) and 1 import row.  

We estimate purchasing power parities by this 28 sector. Our procedure consists of two stages like ICP.  

 

i. First stage: Estimation of purchasing power parities of individual industries 

 i-1. Estimation of binary purchasing power parities of individual industries 

We collected price data which are available in each both countries, namely Japan and China, Japan 

and South Korea, and China and South Korea. We calculated purchasing power parities by commodity, 

and classify them into the above-mentioned 28 sector, and calculate geometric mean of them in every 

sector. These results satisfy base-country invariance, but do not satisfy transitivity. In order to satisfy 

transitivity, next procedure is necessary.   

 i-2. Estimation of multilateral purchasing power parities of individual industries 

    In order to satisfy transitivity, we apply EKS method to the above results. 

EksPPPJPN/CHN  ＝ [（BinaryPPPJPN/CHN）2 

×（BinaryPPPJPN/ROK）×（BinaryPPPROK/CHN）]
1/3 

EksPPP ROK/JPN  ＝ [（BinaryPPP ROK/JPN）2 

×（BinaryPPP ROK/CHN）×（BinaryPPPCHN/JPN）]
1/3 

EksPPP ROK/CHNN  ＝ [（BinaryPPP ROK/CHN）2 

×（BinaryPPP ROK/JPN）×（BinaryPPPJPN/CHN）]
1/3 

      
By using these results, we can convert national input-output tables of these three countries from prices 

of each country into prices of base-country. In this method, relative sizes of gross domestic products of total 

industries in these three countries vary according to choice of base-country. Namely, concerning each 

industry, base-country invariance and transitivity are satisfied, but concerning more aggregated industry and 

total industries, they are not satisfied. In order to satisfy them, next procedure is necessary. 

ii. Second stage: Estimation of purchasing power parities of total industries 

If input-output tables of all the countries are expressed in common prices which do not vary according 

to choice of base-country, then base-country invariance and transitivity are satisfied. There are some 

alternative sets of such prices. First, weighted averages of actual prices in all the countries. This is called 

Geary-Khamis method. Second, prices which are proportion to international average total labor quantity 

inputted in the commodity.  



A.  Geary-Khamis (GK) method 

We calculate GK purchasing power parities by using results of i-2 and input-output tables. 

π: average price  (unknown) 

ppp: purchasing power parity  (unknown)  

       p: price  (price in each currency for the volume which is priced at a unit of base-country-

currency  in base-country.)   

q: quantity  (domestic product and import valued in base-country-currency)  

i:commodity  (28 sectors and import) 

j:country     (Japan, China, Republic of Korea) 
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      (b=base country)               （３） 

 

B.  Our new method based on international average total labor model 

 

  We usually measure volumes of individual product by using each physical unit, for example, iron: ton, 

rice: ton, electricity: watt-hour etc. We can not measure volumes of aggregate of products which have 

different physical characteristics and different uses by using usual physical unit. We can measure them by 

using the special unit which is the international average volume one person produces of each aggregate of 

various products in one year. In this case, the change in aggregate volume is the average of changes of 

individual product volumes, in which weight is international average labor quantity inputted in products.     

 

1) By using national input-output tables in national currency, we calculated total labor quantity  

t: total labor, row vector               

 A: input coefficient of domestic material, matrix  

D: consumption coefficient of domestic fixed capital, matrix 

e: share of commodity in export, column vector 

m: input coefficient of import material + consumption coefficient of import fixed capital,

 row vector 

r: direct labor, row vector 

  rmetDAtt 
                                     (4) 

If we solve (4) concerning t 

    1
 meDAIrt

                                     (5) 



    „t‟ is total labor quantity per national currency unit. 

2) By using results of i-2, we converted total labor quantity from per national currency unit into per 

base- country currency unit.  

3) We calculated international average total labor quantity per base- country currency, by using 

supply as weight. It is international average total labor price that is proportion to international 

average total labor quantity. International Labor Yen is the international average total labor price 

where Japanese total supply in International Labor Yen  =  Japanese total supply in Japanese 

Yen. 

4) By using results of 3), we converted national input-output tables from in national currency into in 

International Labor Yen.  

   

4. Concerning calculation results 

 

Table 4 shows that in the case we use Japanese prices as common prices, China‟s GDP is 1.793 times as 

large as Japan‟s GDP, but in the case we use China‟s price, China‟s GDP is 1.028 times as large as Japan‟s 

GDP. In the former case, China‟s size is much larger than Japan‟s size, but in the latter case these two sizes 

are nearly the same. This is because relative sizes of China to Japan in agriculture and light industries are 

larger than those in heavy chemical industries, while prices of agriculture and light industries in China are 

much lower than those in Japan, but prices of heavy chemical industries in China are not so much lower 

than those in Japan, then ratios (=weight) of agriculture and light industries in China‟s prices are larger than 

those in Japan‟ prices and ratios (=weights) of heavy chemical industries  in Chin‟s prices are smaller than 

those in Japan‟ prices. Republic of Korea‟s relative size to Japan‟s size does not varied so much as China‟s 

relative size with which country‟s prices. 

Gk‟s results show that China‟s GDP is 1.356 times as large as Japan‟s GDP.  Relative size of China‟s 

GDP in GK is intermediate between the relative size in China‟s prices and the relative size in Japan‟s prices 

or in Republic of Korea‟s prices. It is natural because GK‟s prices are weight-averages of these three 

country‟s prices. Republic of Korea‟s relative size in GK is also intermediate between the relative size in 

China‟s prices and the relative size in Japan‟s prices or in Republic of Korea‟s prices.  

Labor model‟s results show that China‟s GDP is 2.517 times as large as Japan‟s GDP. Relative size of 

China‟s GDP in labor model is still larger than the one in Japan‟s prices. This is because ratios (=weights) of 

agriculture and light industries in labor model is still larger than the one in Japan‟s prices. Relative size of 

Republic of Korea‟s GDP in labor model is also still larger than the one in Japan‟s prices. 
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